
Genesis 42:29-43:15

4 Barriers To A Lifestyle Of 
Thanksgiving



Background

• This section has focus on Jacob/Israel

•9 of Jacob’s sons return from Egypt 
(minus Simeon); Brothers did not 
recognize Joseph as Governor

• Joseph instructed brothers to go home 
to Canaan and retrieve Benjamin

•Approx. 25 years since brothers sold 
Joseph into slavery

• Jacob’s responses to events speak to us



Harboring A Fatalistic Mentality

• (vv. Gen. 42:29-36) Brothers return and 
convey truth to father

• He receives news and immediately responds 
with defeatist attitude; 4 wrong conclusions

• No faith displayed or reaching out to Lord; 
Jacob declares, everything against me, I 
might as well give up

• Jacob responds with exaggerated, worst-case 
scenarios that are untrue

• Things working to restore his family



• 2 Corinthians 5:7, “For we walk by faith, not 
by sight.”  Must seek to see life like Jesus 
sees it



Practicing Procrastination And 
Denial

• (vv. Gen. 42:38) Jacob goes further; makes hasty 
and firm decision

• Even though famine severe and he unsure about 
future, Jacob makes radical decision

• Benjamin will not go to Egypt and I would die if 
he did go

• Felt he could control the situation by not 
responding at all; felt if he just didn’t deal with 
issues, they would go away



• Eccles. 11:4, “Whoever watches the wind will 
not plant; whoever looks at the clouds will 
not reap.”

• John 9:4, “As long as it is day, we must do the 
works of Him who sent Me.  Night is coming, 
when no one can work.”
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Unrealistically Blaming Others
• (vv. Gen. 43:6) Situation comes to point of 

difficult decisions; sons clarify about taking 
Benjamin

• Son, “Judah” speaks up to say again, if Benjamin 
doesn’t go, there is no need for anyone to go; 
Name “Judah” means, “praise”

• (vv.7-10) Can’t overlook maturity and 
development of brothers

• But Jacob’s response; It’s all you guys’ fault!

• In effect, told sons it would have been better if 
they had just lied



• Rom. 14:12, “So then each of us will give an 
account of himself to God.”

• Prov. 19:3, “When a man’s folly brings his way 
to ruin, his heart rages against God. “



Promoting Worldly Manipulation

• (vv. Gen. 43:11-13) Here, Jacob appears to fall 
back into his old way of living

• He always cunning and shrewd in dealing with 
people; sought to take advantage of others as 
much as possible

• Tells sons they going to approach situation with 
their own plan; going to influence Governor 
with material goods; fruits, presents, spices, etc

• We going to butter this man up and influence so 
we can come out ahead

• Jacob gives no indication of seeking God’s plan



• Prov. 19:6, “Many entreat the favor of the 
nobility, and every man is a friend to one who 
gives gifts.”

• Rom. 16:18, “For those who are such do not 
serve our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly, 
and by smooth words and flattering speech 
deceive the hearts of the simple.”



• (vv. Gen. 43:14) After all other responses, Jacob 
responds with faith and trust

• Calls God, “the Almighty”, lit. “El Shaddai” which 
means, “The Great Provider”

• Jacob finally declares God is Sovereign and 
ultimately all things are in His hands

• God never makes mistakes and never does any 
wrong; He can be trusted

• Prov. 19:21, “There are many plans in a man’s 
heart, nevertheless the Lord’s counsel– that will 
stand.”


